A word from our Principal, Rosemary Woodd ARAD, FISTD Examiner

I chose a profession that not only gives enjoyment to all types of children but has also given great
enjoyment and satisfaction to me. I am lucky to have a Career that I love and pupils that mean the
world to me and are a part of our Roshe Family.
Family
The reason most children go dancing is for enjoyment and only a handful go into the profession.
Without knowing it all our pupils learn more than dance. They learn discipline, gain confidence,
how to express themselves and musicality. They also make new friends who share their desire for
dance. If they do discover a feel for the profession and decide they want to venture into this
different sort of world they will be very well prepared from their time at Roshe.
I am immensely proud of the fantastic relationship we have created over the last 60 years with all
the top Dance Colleges & Ballet Schools and Roshe pupils have a great advantage when
auditioning. To have so many past pupils also performing all over the World, in the West End and
on Broadway gives me an amazing feeling of pride.
We also have had so many Pupils go on to University and have amazing careers and now I get the
opportunity to teach their Children. Pupils always comment on how their time at Roshe has stayed
with them throughout their chosen path in life.
I thank all those that have encouraged me to teach as I could not have wished for a better life. As
I have said many times before, it's my pupils that have kept me going through good times and bad
so I would like to pay tribute to my present and past pupils and say a big Thank You for bringing
me such happiness and keeping me going for over 60 great years.
years

